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A 0.3ppm Dual-Resonance Transformer-Based DriftCancelling Reference-Free Magnetic Sensor for
Biosensing Applications
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Cost-efficient, point-of-use diagnostics are critical for early disease detection.
Traditionally, the majority of lab-based analysis equipment utilizes fluorescent
markers for biodetection assays. However, magnetic-based labels have recently
been shown to be promising alternatives to fluorescent tags for DNA, protein, and
cell assays. Magnetic assays offer several key advantages over their fluorescent
counterparts, namely that magnetic beads do not suffer from signal decay due to
bleaching and that they can be detected with cheap CMOS-based sensors,
eliminating the need for expensive lasers, photo-diodes, filters, and complicated
post-processing steps. Significant progress has recently been made in the design
of magnetic imager ICs, such as [1] which utilizes a GMR approach for detection
and [2-4] which measure the resonance shift in an LC tank.
While LC-based approaches arguably offer the simplest and cheapest approach
for detecting magnetic labels, they suffer major drift issues due to the fact that
the resonance shift in the LC tank is typically sensed by measuring the frequencyshift of an on-chip, free-running oscillator. Utilizing a replica reference can
compensate a few sources of drift; however, this consumes twice the amount of
power and chip area. Further, thermal gradients on the chip and noise sources of
the active devices lead to major degradation in SNR for long-term measurements
and cannot be adequately cancelled with a replica reference. In-vitro experiments
must often be carried out over multiple hour-long timescales, making the original
LC detection approach impractical for realistic assays. Other approaches for
compensating drift in LC-based sensors require external permanent magnets and
moving parts and may still require replica reference sensors.
The work in [4] achieves magnetic multiplexing by taking advantage of the rich
frequency dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of magnetic nanoparticles.
Notably, the nanoparticles contribute negatively beyond a certain excitation
frequency and decrease the total sensor inductance. At high enough frequencies,
the particles become transparent to the polarizing field and do not affect the
effective sensing inductance. Therefore, designing a dual-frequency oscillator
enables measurement of the contribution of the beads at the lower frequency and
tracking of the sensor drift at the higher frequency, where the beads are
transparent and do not affect the oscillation frequency. A switched-capacitorbased topology, as in [4], is one potential approach for achieving two oscillation
frequencies with the same sensing inductor cell. Unfortunately, the higher
frequency of oscillation would not utilize the majority of the tank capacitance used
by the lower frequency making it a poor approach for accurately tracking the drift
of the lower frequency. Moreover, the switches required to switch the extra tank
capacitors would have to be very large to achieve sufficiently low on-resistance,
adding a significant amount of extra parasitic capacitance and contributing more
noise to the system.
Instead, we consider the 4th-order transformer-based system shown in Fig. 10.7.1.
This 4th-order tank has two resonance frequencies, whose ratios can be shown to
depend as: f1 / f2 = √ (1 - k) / (1 + k) when L1C1=L2C2, where k is the transformer
coupling factor. In this work, we exploit the dependence of this ratio only on k,
which desensitizes the system to variations in other component values (e.g., tank
capacitance and device parasitics). The low and high resonances of the tank
represent symmetric and anti-symmetric modes of the transformer and result in
the primary and secondary oscillation voltages being in phase and 180° out of
phase respectively. In order for the system to oscillate at the desired frequency,
switches can be used as shown in Fig. 10.7.1 to enforce the required boundary
conditions. Unlike the switches required for switched-capacitor-based topologies,
the node voltages on both sides of these switches are always identical, indicating
that they do not pass any current and thus do not contribute to the overall system
noise or tank capacitance.
The transformer-based system can thus oscillate at both the low and high
frequencies depending on switch setting, and in the absence of magnetic particles
over the transformer surface, the two frequencies will track each other with a ratio
depending only on the transformer k, as noted earlier. The presence of magnetic
particles only affects the inductance at the low frequency of operation since they
are transparent at the high frequency, and therefore the effective lower frequency
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in the absence of beads can be reconstructed from the higher frequency. The
difference of the actual and reconstructed lower frequencies cancels the system
drift and corresponds to shift only due to the magnetic content. In addition, this
approach obviates the need of a replica reference, since the sensor acts as its
own self-reference, halving the required chip area and power consumption per
sensing unit. No external magnets or moving parts are needed. We implement a
prototype 2×2 array of the transformer-based drift-cancelling magnetic sensor in
a standard CMOS 65nm process. The sensor operates at 1.44GHz and 3.65GHz
and uses a 1:1 transformer with k of 0.73 and 4.2nH inductance per coil. Each
sensor runs off a 1V supply and its bias current can be adjusted from 3 to 30mA,
enabling each cell to consume as little as 3mW of power. On-chip digital dividers
divide the oscillation frequency by 32, allowing for basic frequency counting
circuitry to perform sensor readout. Both sides of the transformer are interleaved
and laid out as common-centroid to maximize matching between inductance,
capacitance, and active devices. The phase-noise was measured to be -130dBc/Hz
at a 1MHz offset for the 1.44GHz frequency. Figure 10.7.2 shows a block diagram
of the sensor array design.
We alternate switching the sensor between low and high frequencies, counting
each for one second at a time, over an 11hr time period to test the frequency
tracking and reconstruction capabilities of the system. Figure 10.7.3 shows the
low frequency reconstructed from the high frequency data overlaid on top of the
measured low frequency, demonstrating the excellent tracking ability of the
sensor. Figure 10.7.4 shows time-domain waveforms of the measured low,
reconstructed low, and difference frequencies with magnetic beads over the
sensor and after they are removed. As can be seen, the reconstructed signal
captures the drift content and noise of the lower frequency. Note that the high
frequency shifts slightly upwards when beads are introduced. This is due to the
fact that the frequency is not high enough for the beads used to be completely
transparent, and they instead operate in the regime where the effective inductance
is decreased [4]. This leads to an improvement in the effective SNR, since the
two frequencies shift in opposing directions due to magnetic content, but in the
same manner in response to sensor noise. The frequency noise-floor of the driftcompensated signal was measured to be 500Hz, corresponding to a 0.35ppm
detection capability. We measure differing amounts of 4.5μm Dynabeads to
characterize sensor response, linearity, and dynamic range, also shown in Fig.
10.7.4. A single bead can be easily resolved by the sensor owing to the driftcancellation, and excellent linearity is achieved with a dynamic range of at least
62dB, limited only by the maximum number of beads that we measured.
Each sensing site is 250×250μm2, offering adequate area for DNA, protein, and
cell experiments. We perform a DNA detection assay to demonstrate the viability
of our sensor to be used in in-vitro experiments: a capture DNA strand is attached
to the sensing surface and the presence of a complementary target DNA strand
binds the capture strand to a probe strand labeled with a 1μm magnetic marker.
The magnetic markers are thus anchored to the sensing surface by the target
strand. Figure 10.7.5 shows a diagram of the experiment, a photo of the sensor
surface with bound beads, and the measured sensor response indicating that the
sensor was able to successfully detect and measure the presence of the target
DNA.
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Figure 10.7.1: Dual-resonance transformer-based magnetic sensor schematic.

Figure 10.7.2: 2×2 magnetic sensor array system block diagram.

Figure 10.7.3: Demonstration of long-term drift cancellation over 11-hour
measurement period.

Figure 10.7.4: Time-domain sensor response to magnetic bead and sensor
dynamic range characterization.

Figure 10.7.5: In-vitro DNA detection experiment and sensor response.

Figure 10.7.6: Performance comparison summary.
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Figure 10.7.7: 2×2 chip sensor array die photo.
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